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H I G H L I G H T S

• Machine learning was used to model problematic smartphone use (PSU) severity.

• Ridge, lasso and elastic net machine learning algorithms performed best.

• FOMO was most related to PSU severity.
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A B S T R A C T

We examined a model of psychopathology variables, age and sex as correlates of problematic smartphone use
(PSU) severity using supervised machine learning in a sample of Chinese undergraduate students. A sample of
1097 participants completed measures querying demographics, and psychological measures of PSU, depression
and anxiety symptoms, fear of missing out (FOMO), and rumination. We used several different machine learning
algorithms to train our statistical model of age, sex and the psychological variables in modeling PSU severity,
trained using many simulated replications on a random subset of participants, and externally tested on the
remaining subset of participants. Shrinkage algorithms (lasso, ridge, and elastic net regression) performing
slightly but statistically better than other algorithms. Results from the training subset generalized to the test
subset, without substantial worsening of fit using traditional fit indices. FOMO had the largest relative con-
tribution in modeling PSU severity when adjusting for other covariates in the model. Results emphasize the
significance of FOMO to the construct of PSU.

1. Introduction

In recent scientific literature, there has been increased inquiry into
problematic smartphone use (PSU) and its relations with mental health
problems. Most studies have examined and supported PSU’s relation-
ship with depression and anxiety symptoms (reviewed in Elhai, Dvorak,
Levine, & Hall, 2017). More recent investigations have explored addi-
tional mental health-related variables in association with PSU. In the
present study, in addition to psychopathology and demographic vari-
ables, we focus on the fear of missing out (FOMO) and ruminative
thinking as important mental health correlates of PSU severity, using a

machine learning analytic approach.
PSU is defined in the scientific literature as overuse of a smartphone

with corresponding functional impairment (Billieux, Maurage, Lopez-
Fernandez, Kuss, & Griffiths, 2015). Similar terms carrying the same
meaning are sometimes used in the literature, such as “excessive
smartphone use,” “smartphone addiction,” and “smartphone use dis-
order” (Kardefelt-Winther, 2014; Lachmann et al., 2018). PSU involves
symptoms often observed in substance use disorders, such as with-
drawal, tolerance, and reckless use (Billieux et al., 2015; De-Sola
Gutierrez, Rodriguez de Fonseca, & Rubio, 2016). Also, early neu-
roscience evidence points towards some similarities with dysfunctional
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inhibitory control (J. Chen, Liang, Mai, Zhong, & Qu, 2016). For an
overview on the neuroscience of smartphone/social media use, see
Montag (2019). In fact, smartphone use might release endogenous-
produced chemicals in the brain that reinforce its use, similar to that
observed in drug addiction (Montag, Sindermann, Becker, & Panksepp,
2016). However, we should emphasize that PSU is not currently an
official diagnosis in ICD-11 or DSM-5, and does not reach the same level
of dangerousness as drug or alcohol use disorders (Panova & Carbonell,
2018). In this context, Montag, Wegmann, Sariyska, Demetrovics, and
Brand (in press) indicate that PSU falls into the realm of mobile Internet
use disorders. With this said and nonetheless, preliminary evidence
suggests that PSU may be useful in complementing our understanding
of mood and addictive disorders.

PSU severity has been most widely studied in relation to four mental
health-related constructs – depression, anxiety, stress, and low self-es-
teem (reviewed in Elhai et al., 2017). Most support has been demon-
strated for associations between PSU with depression and anxiety se-
verity (Elhai et al., 2017; Peterka-Bonetta, Sindermann, Elhai, &
Montag, 2019; Thomée, 2018). A majority of this literature has sampled
university students, with some community samples represented as well,
and much of this work has been conducted in the U.S., South Korea, and
China (Elhai et al., 2017). PSU has evidenced moderate associations
with depression severity, and mild to moderate associations with an-
xiety severity across this literature.

Recently, other psychopathology-related variables have revealed an
important role in explaining PSU severity. In particular, several dys-
functional cognitive and emotion process variables have correlated
with PSU severity in recent studies (reviewed in Elhai, Yang, & Montag,
2019). Such maladaptive processes have become important in psycho-
pathology research, as they explain the development, maintenance and
treatment outcomes of numerous mental disorders (Leyro, Zvolensky, &
Bernstein, 2010; Mansell, Harvey, Watkins, & Shafran, 2008). In the
present paper, we focus on two specific cognitive processes - FOMO and
rumination.

FOMO involves the fear of missing out on rewarding and pleasur-
able experiences, and the perceived need to persistently stay connected
with one’s social network (Przybylski, Murayama, DeHaan, & Gladwell,
2013). As such, FOMO has been conceptualized as a cognitive bias re-
lated to one’s perceived social resources (Elhai, Yang, et al., 2019;
Wegmann, Oberst, Stodt, & Brand, 2017). FOMO is moderately asso-
ciated with depression and anxiety severity (e.g., Elhai, Levine, et al.,
2018; Oberst, Wegmann, Stodt, Brand, & Chamarro, 2017; Wolniewicz,
Tiamiyu, Weeks, & Elhai, 2018). Furthermore, FOMO is moderately to
largely associated with symptoms of PSU severity (Elhai, Yang, Fang,
Bai, & Hall, 2020; Oberst et al., 2017; Rozgonjuk, Elhai, Ryan, & Scott,
2019; Sha, Sariyska, Riedl, Lachmann, & Montag, 2019; Wolniewicz
et al., 2018).

In understanding PSU, repetitive negative thinking is an important
maladaptive cognitive mechanism of psychopathology. A primary type
of such thinking is rumination, which involves frequent, negative self-
referencing thought, typically about past events (Mennin & Fresco,
2013). Rumination correlates with depression and anxiety severity
(Joormann & Gotlib, 2010; Nolen-Hoeksema, Wisco, & Lyubomirsky,
2008). Several recent studies have examined rumination in relation to
PSU severity, finding moderately large associations (Elhai, Rozgonjuk,
et al., in press; Elhai, Tiamiyu, & Weeks, 2018; Liu et al., 2017).

1.1. Aims

Our aim was to model PSU severity using previously-established
psychopathology-related explanatory variables, but with improved,
somewhat novel statistical methods. We used depression and anxiety
severity as predictor variables because of their consistent role in ex-
plaining PSU severity (Elhai et al., 2017; Thomée, 2018). We in-
corporated FOMO and rumination as predictor variables because of
increasing emphasis on these cognitive processes in explaining relations

between both depression and anxiety with PSU severity (Elhai, Yang,
et al., 2019). We included sex and age as covariates of PSU severity,
because female sex and younger age are often correlated with PSU (De-
Sola Gutierrez et al., 2016).

We used a machine learning analytic approach to model PSU se-
verity based on the aforementioned predictor variables. Machine
learning involves statistical and computational methods to develop al-
gorithms based on examples of data in order to solve practical problems
- often using the examples to problem-solve in other sets of data (Hastie,
Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2016; LeCun, Bengio, & Hinton, 2015). This
focus on using training (example) data and applying results to new data
(a type of machine learning called “supervised learning”) has allowed
machine learning to often outperform traditional methods of solving
problems, such as conventional statistics (Jordan & Mitchell, 2015).
Thus, machine learning’s important advantage is the use of pattern
detection in example data in order to improve predictions in a new
sample. Additionally, we used specific machine learning algorithms
(described in the Analysis section) that can result in improved accuracy,
and overcome limitations inherent in traditional statistics. Further-
more, machine learning has increasingly been used in psychology and
psychiatry for such applications as diagnostic classification, forecasting
symptom responses, and predicting treatment outcome (Dwyer, Falkai,
& Koutsouleris, 2018).

We used regression-based symptom forecasting methods with su-
pervised machine learning to model PSU symptom severity as a con-
tinuous variable. We selected this approach because PSU is not an ac-
cepted mental health diagnosis to examine dichotomously (diagnosed
vs. non-diagnosed), has been primarily studied via self-report (rather
than via diagnostic interview) methodology, and lacks compelling
support for cutoff scores on PSU measures for classifying excessive vs.
non-excessive smartphone users (Panova & Carbonell, 2018). Moreover,
our approach avoids the common problem of information reduction
through variable dichotomization. Prior published work on mental
health correlates of PSU has not used machine learning for analysis.
However, of relevance, two prior studies have used machine learning to
examine problematic internet use (PIU) and severity in association with
demographic, psychological and internet use predictor variables
(Ioannidis et al., 2016; Ioannidis et al., 2018).

A somewhat frequent practice in machine learning studies is to use
an atheoretical, empirically-driven approach to variable and model
selection, using a set of many predictor variables to discover the op-
timal subset that maximizes predicting the dependent variable (Hastie
et al., 2016; Kuhn & Johnson, 2013). This practice seems to be used
often with new lines of inquiry, where theory and prior empirical
findings are lacking. However, because theory and empirical work have
been well-developed in modeling PSU severity, in the present study we
primarily emphasized a smaller set of carefully selected, established
predictor variables, using newer machine learning methods.

1.2. Theory

We conceptualized our study using the Interaction of Person-Affect-
Cognition-Execution (I-PACE) theoretical model (Brand et al., 2019;
Brand, Young, Laier, Wolfling, & Potenza, 2016). I-PACE is a compre-
hensive model that attempts to explain how people use and overuse
internet communications. I-PACE first proposes that background per-
sonal variables are important, including biological (e.g., sex and age, as
used in this study), genetic, mental health (e.g., depression and an-
xiety), and personality factors. I-PACE also proposes that affective and
cognitive responses to the personal variables play an important role as
risk and resilience factors toward PIU, and include coping strategies,
maladaptive cognitive bias (e.g., FOMO, rumination), internet use ex-
pectations, inhibition ability, and craving. These response variables are
conceptualized to influence the choice of particular types of internet
communications and technology used, which can result in adaptive or
maladaptive/excessive use. In fact, in I-PACE, response variables are
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thought to serve as mechanisms between the personal factors and PIU.
Numerous studies have supported I-PACE in modeling PIU/PSU
(Dempsey, O’Brien, Tiamiyu, & Elhai, 2019; Lemenager et al., 2018;
Oberst et al., 2017).

1.3. Hypotheses

Based on theory and prior empirical findings, we propose the fol-
lowing hypotheses, tested using machine learning.

H1. Depression and anxiety severity should be positively associated with
PSU severity. PSU severity is related to depression and anxiety symptom
severity across the literature (reviewed in Elhai et al., 2017; Thomée,
2018). Depression and anxiety represent psychopathology variables
within the personal background category (P-variable) of I-PACE that
can influence excessive internet communication use (Brand et al.,
2016).

H2. FOMO and rumination should be positively associated with PSU
severity. PSU symptom severity is related to FOMO (Elhai et al., 2020;
Oberst et al., 2017; Rozgonjuk et al., 2019; Wolniewicz et al., 2018) and
rumination (Elhai, Rozgonjuk, et al., in press; Elhai, Tiamiyu, et al.,
2018; Liu et al., 2017). FOMO and rumination represent maladaptive
cognitive processes (or biases) in the response variable category of I-
PACE that influence excessive internet use (Elhai, Yang, et al., 2019).

H3. Machine learning procedures will produce an algorithm which can
predict PSU severity. Derived from a training sample and applied to a test
sample, we will compare a number of different machine learning al-
gorithms. This question has not been analyzed previously in association
with PSU, but has been tested with PIU (Ioannidis et al., 2016; Ioannidis
et al., 2018).

2. Method

2.1. Participants and procedure

In April 2019, we conducted an online survey at a large university,
within a large city in Eastern China. Institutional Review Board ap-
proval was granted prior to data collection, in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki. Through university psychology professors, we
recruited student participants via local online messaging boards and
social network site accounts. Interested participants were directed to an
online informed consent statement, and consenting individuals were
subsequently directed to a web survey, hosted on a Chinese online
survey platform: wjx.cn. We administered all measures in Mandarin
Chinese.

1238 students participated in the survey. We excluded 141 (11.4%)
participants for excessive careless responding, as detailed below in the
Analysis section. Among the remaining 1097 participants (the “effec-
tive” sample), age averaged 19.38 years (SD = 1.18). A majority (898,
81.9%) were women, with 199 (18.1%) men.

2.2. Instruments

We first queried participant age and sex. We subsequently ad-
ministered the following self-report measures online.

2.2.1 Smartphone Addiction Scale-Short Version (SAS-SV)
The SAS-SV was developed by Kwon, Kim, Cho, and Yang (2013)

and measures PSU severity, assessing health and social interference,
withdrawal and tolerance dimensions. The scale contains 10 items
using a Likert-type scale from “1 = Strongly disagree” to “6 = Strongly
agree.” The SAS-SV is reliable and correlates with other measures of PIU
and PSU, and smartphone use frequency (Lopez-Fernandez, 2017). We
used the Chinese version of the scale, previously validated (B. Chen
et al., 2017). Our total effective sample’s internal consistency was 0.89.

2.2.2 Depression Anxiety Stress Scale-21 (DASS-21)
The DASS-21 (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995) measures symptoms of

depression, anxiety and stress (seven items each). Items are rated over
the past week, with Likert-type responses of “0 = Did not apply to me” to
“3 = Applied to me very much or most of the time.” We used the de-
pression and anxiety subscales, as these constructs have the most sup-
port for relations with PSU severity (Elhai et al., 2017; Thomée, 2018).
These subscales demonstrate good reliability and convergent validity
against related measures (Antony, Bieling, Cox, Enns, & Swinson, 1998;
Brown, Chorpita, Korotitsch, & Barlow, 1997). We used the Chinese
DASS-21, previously validated (Wang et al., 2016). Internal consistency
in our effective sample was 0.87 (depression) and 0.84 (anxiety).

2.2.3 Fear of Missing Out (FOMO) Scale
The FOMO Scale was developed by Przybylski et al. (2013). It in-

cludes 10 items tapping apprehension from missing social events, with
response options from “1 = Not at all true of me” to “5 = Extremely true
of me.” Reliability has been established, and the scale positively cor-
relates with depression, anxiety, and negative affect (Elhai, Levine,
et al., 2018). We used the previously validated Chinese version (Xie,
Wang, Wang, Zhao, & Lei, 2018). Internal consistency in our total
sample was 0.89.

2.2.4 Ruminative Responses Scale (RRS)
The RRS (Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 2008) is a 22-item measure of

rumination. Items are rated on a Likert-type scale from “1 = Almost
never” to “4 = Almost always.” Reliability is adequate, and scores
converge with measures of depression, brooding and reflection (Nolen-
Hoeksema et al., 2008). We used the Chinese version, previously vali-
dated (Han & Yang, 2009). Internal consistency in our total sample was
0.95.

2.3. Analysis

We used R software, version 3.6.1 (R Core Team, 2019), using the
following R packages: fmsb (internal consistency), pastecs (descriptive
statistics), apatables (scale intercorrelations), careless (detecting careless
responding), and caret (machine learning). We had no missing item-
level data, as the web survey required valid responses for all items,
among consenting participants. Of the 1238 initial respondents, we
excluded 141 (11.4%) of them for careless, insufficiently effortful re-
sponding, similar to exclusion rates in the literature (Curran, 2016);
excluded individuals had an average of at least four consecutive iden-
tical responses across their row of responses, and at least one instance of
a long uninterrupted string of many (often dozens of) consecutive
identical responses. For the remaining effective sample of 1097 parti-
cipants, we summed item responses to form scale scores. Scale scores
and age were normally distributed, with the highest skewness value of
1.3 and kurtosis of 1.6. We computed a correlation matrix for the
psychological variables using the total effective sample (Table 1).

Next, we shuffled the effective sample’s participant rows using a
fixed random seed (for subsequent, consistent replication). We

Table 1
Means, standard deviations, and Pearson correlations for the psychological
scales and age.

Variable M SD 1 2 3 4 5

1. PSU 37.36 9.54
2. Depression 4.10 4.07 0.31**
3. Anxiety 5.12 3.99 0.34** 0.81**
4. FOMO 23.38 8.04 0.40** 0.57** 0.63**
5. Rumination 45.90 11.94 0.26** 0.57** 0.58** 0.56**
6. Age 19.38 1.18 0.02 0.07* 0.06* -0.01 0.03

Note. PSU = Problematic smartphone use; FOMO = Fear of missing out.
* indicates p < 0.05. ** indicates p < 0.01.
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randomly selected 70% (n = 768) of the effective dataset as our
training sample, and the remaining 30% (n = 329) as our test sample.
We preprocessed our predictor and dependent variables after assigning
training and test samples (to keep the test sample’s data un-
contaminated by the training sample), centering and standardizing to z-
scores in the training and test samples separately (Kuhn & Johnson,
2013).

Next, we conducted the machine learning analyses. We tested a
model with PSU severity as the dependent variable. The predictor
variables were age, sex, depression and anxiety severity (representing
background personal variables in I-PACE), and FOMO and rumination
(representing response variables in I-PACE).

We tested six separate machine learning algorithms. We included
“shrinkage” methods - ridge, lasso, and elastic net regression algo-
rithms, which impose a penalty (i.e., a size constraint) on highly cor-
related variables’ regression coefficients, thus addressing traditional
statistics’ restrictive collinearity assumption. Ridge regression shrinks
empirically unimportant predictor variable coefficients toward (but not
exactly to) zero; lasso and elastic net algorithms can shrink coefficients
to exactly zero, thus conducting subset selection of a simpler model
(Zou & Hastie, 2005). Additionally, we tested support vector machine
with a radial basis function kernel, which maps relations between the
predictors and dependent variable in three dimensional space, allowing
linear separability in the dependent variable which may not otherwise
be possible, to enhance predictions. Finally, we included two ensemble
learning algorithms - extreme gradient boosting, and random forest -
whereby multiple weaker learners (random subsets of the sample and
predictor variables) are iteratively built to form a potentially stronger,
final model, which can reduce variance and overfitting through learner
aggregation (though note that we only included six predictor variables).
These machine learning algorithms and their advantages over tradi-
tional statistics are extensively discussed elsewhere (Hastie et al.,
2016). We compared the algorithms using root mean squared error
(RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), R-squared values, and statistical
tests.

For each analysis, we used k-folds repeated cross-validation (RCV)
to simulate validation data (Kuhn & Johnson, 2013), splitting the
training sample into 10 folds of non-overlapping sub-samples, training
nine of the ten sub-samples and testing on the tenth sub-subsample.
This process was conducted iteratively using a different tenth sub-
sample each time. We subsequently repeated this procedure 10 times
each (for a total of 100 repeated cross-validations) on the training
sample. For these simulations, we used a fixed random seed for con-
sistent replication. We subsequently applied the aggregated final pre-
dictive model for each analysis separately to the external test sample to
further validate its performance.

3. Results

We present a bivariate correlation matrix (using traditional rather
than machine learning analyses) and descriptive statistics for age and
the psychological scale scores in Table 1. PSU severity was significantly
correlated with all psychological variables, with roughly moderate ef-
fect sizes. Next, we conducted ANOVAs to assess the association be-
tween sex and our study variables, finding that sex was significantly
associated with severity of PSU, F(1, 1095) = 8.96, p = .003 (Men
M= 35.54, SD = 10.28; Women M= 37.77, SD = 9.33), depression, F
(1, 1095) = 26.35, p < .001 (Men M = 5.42, SD = 4.68; Women
M = 3.80, SD = 3.87), anxiety, F(1, 1095) = 12.40, p < 0.001 (Men
M = 6.02, SD = 4.25; Women M = 4.92, SD = 3.91), and rumination,
F(1, 1095) = 7.46, p = .01 (Men M = 47.99, SD = 12.47; Women
M = 45.44, SD = 11.78); all effects were small (η2p < 0.02).

Next, we present the machine learning results, compared across
algorithms. We report these findings using RCV in the training sample,
as well as applied to the external test sample in Table 2. Table 2 de-
monstrates that the shrinkage algorithms performed slightly better than

other methods, evidenced by the smallest RMSE and MAE values, and
largest R-squared values. Using Bonferroni-adjusted p values for pair-
wise comparisons, the shrinkage algorithms performed significantly
better than the other algorithms, but not differently from each other.
The training sample results can be primarily generalized to the test
sample across algorithms used, without substantial worsening of fit.
Ridge regression was the best performing algorithm when using RCV,
while elastic net and lasso performed best when applied to the test
sample; again, differences between the shrinkage methods were quite
small and non-significant. To illustrate in terms of explained variance,
the ridge algorithm led to 19% in the training sample and about 18% in
the test sample (barely exceeded by lasso and elastic net in the test
sample, also both approximately 18%).

Because the ridge, lasso and elastic net algorithms performed best,
we used these methods to examine relative importance of the predictor
variables in modeling PSU severity using RCV. Table 3 displays variable
importance indices, interpreted as standardized regression coefficients,
as variables were standardized as z-scores. FOMO demonstrated the
largest relative contribution in modeling PSU severity, followed by
(female) sex and anxiety severity.

In order to assess the unique association between FOMO and PSU
severity, we re-computed the machine learning analyses, removing
FOMO as a predictor variable, for comparison against our findings
above. For the training sample, without FOMO, variance in PSU se-
verity ranged from 10 to 15% for the non-shrinkage algorithms, and

Table 2
Comparison of six machine learning-based regression algorithms, reported se-
parately for the training sample using repeated cross-validation, and the ex-
ternal test sample.

Mean Model Fit Findings Over
Repeated Cross-Validations in the
Training Sample

Model Fit Findings in the Test
Sample

RMSE
(SD)

MAE
(SD)

R2

(SD)
RMSE MAE R2

Lasso 0.9045
(0.0672)

0.7075
(0.0504)

0.1892
(0.0856)

0.9042 0.6901 0.1803

Ridge 0.9038
(0.0663)

0.7072
(0.0492)

0.1906
(0.0857)

0.9058 0.6901 0.1774

Elastic Net 0.9041
(0.0663)

0.7074
(0.0492)

0.1898
(0.0856)

0.9042 0.6893 0.1803

Support
Vector
Machine

0.9239
(0.06530)

0.7190
(0.0504)

0.1576
(0.0775)

0.9338 0.7119 0.1332

Extreme
Gradient
Boosting

0.9111
(0.0665)

0.7148
(0.0503)

0.1769
(0.0809)

0.9151 0.6995 0.1630

Random
Forest

0.9371
(0.0702)

0.7390
(0.0525)

0.1438
(0.0769

0.9641 0.7475 0.0955

Note. Because of the subtle differences found between the algorithms, estimates
were rounded to four decimal places. RMSE = root mean squared error;
MAE = mean absolute error.

Table 3
Variable importance coefficients for the ridge and elastic net machine learning
algorithms in predicting PSU severity.

Variable Ridge Regression
Method

Lasso Regression
Method

Elastic Net Regression
Method

FOMO 0.23 0.33 0.24
Sex 0.12 0.11 0.11
Anxiety 0.11 0.11 0.11
Depression 0.07 0.03 0.06
Age 0.06 0.03 0.05
Rumination 0.05 0.01 0.04

Note. FOMO = Fear of missing out. Sex is coded “1 =male,” and “2 = female”;
a positive coefficient indicates female sex associated with greater PSU severity.
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between 15 and 16% using the shrinkage algorithms. For the test
sample, without FOMO, variance in PSU severity ranged from 7 to 12%
across the non-shrinkage algorithms, and 12% for each of the shrinkage
algorithms. Thus using the shrinkage algorithms, for example, re-
moving FOMO resulted in a decrease in variance of 3–4% in the training
sample, and 6% in the test sample. Across these analyses without
FOMO, anxiety had the largest variable importance coefficient, ranging
from 0.18 to 0.22.

4. Discussion

Using a machine learning approach, we fit a regression model ex-
plaining PSU severity in a training sample that validated well upon
simulation to an external test sample. Results were very similar across
different machine learning statistical algorithms used (H3), but
shrinkage algorithms performed best. FOMO in particular showed the
greatest relative importance in modeling PSU severity. The shrinkage
algorithms accounted for roughly 18% (testing) and 19% (training) of
the variance in PSU severity. This degree of variance (R-squared) is
similar to that found in recent papers implementing linear regression
(without machine learning) with psychological and demographic pre-
dictors, and PSU severity as the dependent variable (R-squared ranges
from 0.15 to 0.25, Hussain, Griffiths, & Sheffield, 2017; Matar
Boumosleh & Jaalouk, 2017; Mitchell & Hussain, 2018; Wolniewicz
et al., 2018; Yildiz, 2017).

Relative to other predictor variables, we did not find depression or
anxiety severity particularly important in their contribution to PSU
severity using machine learning analyses (see Table 3); thus we did not
find strong support for H1. Rather, their relative variable importance
indices (suggesting relative rank or contribution) were mild in size.
Depression and anxiety severity evidence mild to moderate associations
with PSU severity across the literature, with larger regression coeffi-
cients than found in the present study’s machine learning analyses
(Elhai et al., 2017; Thomée, 2018). Yet anxiety and depression scale
scores are typically highly correlated (Antony et al., 1998; Zlomke,
2009), and such consequential statistical collinearity may have im-
pacted previous research results that simultaneously tested both vari-
ables in relation to PSU severity. However, the present paper’s use of
shrinkage methods may have tempered the statistical importance of
depression and anxiety scores on PSU severity, because of the penalty
that such methods place on collinear variables’ coefficients.

We found some support for H2 in that FOMO, but not rumination,
conferred a relatively large contribution in modeling PSU severity in
machine learning analyses. FOMO’s moderately large relationship with
PSU severity (when adjusting for covariates) supports prior work (Elhai
et al., 2020; Oberst et al., 2017; Rozgonjuk et al., 2019; Wolniewicz
et al., 2018). FOMO’s relative importance was notably larger than the
remaining predictor variables in the model, perhaps due to collinearity
discussed above, and removing FOMO as a predictor resulted in a 6%
reduction in variance when using the shrinkage algorithms. These
findings support theory, as FOMO would be conceptualized as a ma-
ladaptive cognitive bias/process in I-PACE that contributes to excessive
(mobile) internet use (Brand et al., 2016; Elhai, Yang, et al., 2019).
Perhaps FOMO and rumination have general negative affectivity in
common as an underlying shared construct (Watson, 2009), but FOMO
accounts for a relatively greater amount of variance in PSU. In fact,
FOMO and rumination are both conceptualized as anxiety-related
constructs (Mennin & Fresco, 2013; Przybylski et al., 2013), and anxiety
correlates with FOMO (Elhai, Levine, et al., 2018; Oberst et al., 2017;
Wolniewicz et al., 2018) and rumination (Joormann & Gotlib, 2010;
Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 2008). Yet, prior work has not included both
rumination and FOMO variables in a single study modeling PSU se-
verity. However, one structural equation modeling study included ru-
mination and FOMO as predictors of problematic social network site
use and similarly found FOMO to be the more robust predictor
(Dempsey et al., 2019).

The present study contributes to prior literature on relationships
between mental health constructs and PSU severity, emphasizing the
important role of FOMO. Furthermore, this is the first study, to our
knowledge, using machine learning to model PSU severity, and ma-
chine learning has the potential to offer several advantages over tra-
ditional statistics (Jordan & Mitchell, 2015). Though prior relevant
work exists on PIU with similar machine learning algorithms used
(Ioannidis et al., 2016; Ioannidis et al., 2018).

However, the study had several important limitations. First, parti-
cipants were from a convenience, non-clinical sample of college stu-
dents with mild psychopathology measure scores, from only one
country (China). Second, our psychopathology-related measures were
based solely on self-report, rather than interview-based methodology
(e.g., diagnoses of depressive or anxiety disorders). Third, PSU was
measured by self-report, while objective assessments of smartphone use
are found more reliable than self-report methods (Montag et al., 2015;
Rozgonjuk, Levine, Hall, & Elhai, 2018). App-tracking technology is
readily available to record actual smartphone behavior via machine
learning (Montag, Baumeister, et al., 2019). Finally, our study was
cross-sectional, and thus causal inferences cannot be reliably made.

Future research could further apply machine learning to model PSU
severity using a more comprehensive, evidence-based set of psycho-
pathology and demographic predictor variables. In addition, while PSU
is not an official diagnosis, gaming disorder is now classified as a di-
agnosis in ICD-11 (Montag, Schivinski, et al., 2019; Pontes et al., 2019;
World Health Organization, 2019, April). Therefore, it could be rea-
sonable to use classification-based machine learning to model the pre-
sence vs. absence of an gaming disorder diagnosis based on relevant
predictor variables, as recently conducted by Aggarwal, Saluja,
Gambhir, Gupta, and Satia (2020).
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